
Statius: Siluae IV. Edite, with an English translation and commentary by
K.M. Coleman. Pp. xxxiv + 244. Oxford 1988.

1. General

1. This is the first full-scale commentary on Siluae IV since Vollmer's edi
tion of and commentary on the Siluae in 1898. The 'General Introduction'
(p.xv-xxxiv) discusses Statius' career, the chronology and arrangement of
the nine poems in Book 4, the title Siluae, the nature of the collection, the
authenticity of the tituti affixed to the individual poems, and the textual
tradition. The Latin text is provided with a selective apparatus criticus
and faced by a prose translation (p.2-S1). 'The commentary covers tex
tual, linguistic, literary, and historical questions, and for each poem there
is an introductory note dealing with the genre, the occasion) and (where
applicable) the prosopography of the addressee' (dust jacket).

2. Dr. Kathleen Coleman's book is certainly stimulating and important
for an adequate understanding of Siluae IV. The edition, produced with
its usual elegance by the Clarendon Press, has developed out of Coleman's
(=C.) Oxford D. Phil. thesis (supervised by M. Griffin and R.G.M. Nisbet
and submitted in 1979). Besides the supervisors, several scholars of inter
national reputation have given the author 'constant assistance and encour
agement': they either 'read the entire manuscript in its successive stages'
(Goodyear, Horsfall) or contributed 'invaluable discussion on many points'
(Baclian, Jocelyn, Russell, Syme, Watt, et al.); Goodyear, Horsfall, Nisbet,
Russell and Watt also suggested some of the conjectural emendations.

3. Despite the 1988 date of publication, the Editor's Preface (p.vi) dates
the eclition to May 1986. That is why the contributions by Cancik, van
Dam, and Vessey in the 1986 volume of the ANRW (2.32.S), though in
cluded in the Select Bibliography and occasionally referred to in the In
troduction and the Commentary could not be of any noticeable influence.
C.'s literary criticism, especially with regard to the tracing of 'topoi' in
ancient rhetoric and genre, was apparently influenced by A. Hardie's book
Statius and the Siluae (Liverpool 1983). Van Dam's important review of
this book in Gnomon 60 (1988) could, regrettably, not be considered by C.
who perhaps relies on Hardie more than necessary or desirable.

4. C.'s book invites comparison with van Dam's commentary on Siluae
II (Leiden 1984): both contain a new Latin text, a short introduction and
a single general index; both are first and foremost commentaries. Yet the
two books are widely different in scope and approach: C. 's shorter and
more selective commentary (pp.S3-239) is predominantly historical (with
emphasis on prosopography and realia), though the philological, literary,
and linguistic components (textual criticism 1 diction) are not missing; van
Dam's 'emphasis in the commentary [pp.S1-S06] is on interpretation.
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Though realia are not missing, the historical component ... is generally
confined to cultural history or the history of ideas. Biographical matters
are treated in the short general introduction' (van Dam, p.12). Thus the
two books complement each other in relevant aspects; together, they malm
an excellent companion to Statius and secure the access to approximately
half of the impervious Siluae.

5. Great prosopographical slcill is displayed in the introductory sections to
poem 4 on Vitorius Marcellus (p.135-138), to 7 on Vibius Maximus (p.195
197: Syme's mistalcen identification is rectified), and to 9 on Plotius Grypus
(p.220-224: Grypus' disputed identity and status are reassessed against
Eck). A keen mind for realia is present everywhere in the commentary,
especially in the compressed notes on the 'Via Domitiana' (poem 3), one
of Statius' tours de force and perhaps C.'s best researched poem: C. spent
some time 'scour(ing) Campania in search of the Via Domitiana' (p.v), and
seven out of the eight pictures (4 plates and 4 figures) in the book illustrate
that famous 'engineering achievement' of AD 95.

6. C.}s overriding interest in historical research} especially of biographic
details and realia, is documented by the relatively high frequency of quota
tions from the GIL and Daremberg-Saglio. Innumerable books and articles
on a wide range of subjects are quoted throughout the fact-packed pages
of the commentary. This is understandable in the case of a detailed and
serious commentary on such a forbidding array of realia, some of which are
unique in ancient cultural and literary history. Many historically minded
readers will be pleased to find in this commentary such a wealth of useful
and illuminating explanations of facts.

7. On the other hand, readers looldng for poetical qualities in Statius'
poems will have to dig them up from the quarry of historical, biographical,
and cultural materials. This does not mean that C.'s literary appreciation
of the nine poems of Siluae IV is qualitatively inadequate. On the contrary:
the book contains very fine analyses of Statius' diction} such as word usage}
metaphoric and stylistic levels, as well as a wealth of parallels (some indeed
dispensable and talcen verbatim from the Oxford Latin Dictionar1j). The
antecedents of dozens of literary topoi are traced with industrious zeal in
the footsteps of Cairns and Hardie: even Menander's rhetorical 'rules' on
the prose composition of (3rd century AD) genres, such as 'encomium',
'epithalamium' and 'genethliacum', are repeatedly adduced to prove the
point that the individual Siluae cannot be mere improvisations (see e.g.
p.139, 152, 165).

8. All this notwithstanding, important stylistic and compositional aspects
are missing in both the General Introduction and the introductory sections
to each of the nine poems.
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Already in the General Introduction, section 4 on 'the nature of the col
lection' (consisting of a mere four pages, only a few lines longer than section
5 on the 'authenticity of the tituli') would have made a more balanced im
pression and served better its purpose if it had been expanded to include
some paragraphs concerning Siluae IV as a collection of poetry in its own
right.

In particular, there is a need for a more detailed discussion of the question
concerning Statius' self-deplored boldness ('audacia') in publishing poems
composed at great speed ('celeritas') in one or two days each. C. is perhaps
herself too bold in dismissing with one sentence the traditional view, which
takes the poet's intimations literally, and interpreting laudacia' and lceleri
tas' as Statius' ironical understatements. Van Dam's sensible view (that the
Siluae were composed with as great 'doctrina' but less 'labor limae' than
the Thebaid) certainly differs on this point but is not discussed. There is
a need for intertextual proofs that the style of Siluae IV is essentially the
same as that of the Thebaid.

9. There is also the debated question of the structure. One misses from
the General Introduction a discussion of the extreme views of Newmyer and
Vessey, who find either complex structures in the poems or none at all. A
systematic examination of the structuring elements, and their intratextual
cohesion, is missing from the introductory sections to each Silua. Its pres
ence would have helped the reader to synthesize what he now must perceive
as an inorganic sequence of 'disiecta membra', especially as there is DO para
phrasing summary at the beginning of each poem (contrary to the practice
of old-fashioned commentaries, as Vollmer's and Heinze-Kiessling's). Some
thing about the 'closural techniques', ending the poems, or their compo
sitional blocks, is also a desideratum: such techniques have been partially
examined by Cancik in some Siluae, and studied in Elizabethan poetry by
B.H. Smith as early as 1968.

10. One also misses a clear statement of the critical principles followed by
C. as editor of a new Latin text: the meagre two pages on 'the textual tra
dition' (p.xxxii-xxxiv) could have been expanded to include an assessment
of the practical problems facing a modern editor of the Siluae, as well as
the editor's own approach. Too much is taken for granted in this extremely
concise section. I mention two momentous points: (i) Stangl's undiscussed
assumption that 'Poggio's famous indictment of the scribe [of M], "igno
rantissimus omnium uiuentium fuit" 1 refers not to the scribe's own errors
but to his failure to correct obvious mistakes in his Vorlage' (p. xxxii, n.48)
is used as the authoritative proof that our only basic MS 'is corrupt'; (ii)
Vollmer's still indispensable 1898 edition is summarily liquidated because
it 'was condemned by Housman' (p.xxxiii), with the consequence that C.'s
commentary is remarkably reticent on Vollmer's views (which are some-
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times misunderstood, as on p.72, ad 1.17f. and p. 85 ad 2·.6 and sometimes
bypassed without discussion, e.g. p.l09-111, ad 3.19-33 and passim).

11. Since all known MSS of Siluae IV derive from M, the prejudicial deci
sion that M 'is corrupt' deprives most manuscript readings of their intrinsic
value. Therefore - C.'s approach practically implies - the modern editor
should not talm them too seriously: even a new collation of M appears
to be a dispensable luxury (at any rate, it is nowhere mentioned in the
edition, whereas C. explicitly states in the Preface that she 'was able to
consult a copy of Vollmer's commentary, belonging to St John's College,
Oxford, which was annotated by Housman'). But is M really 'corrupt'? If
so, to what extent? Perhaps C. is too ready to suspect corruption in all
passages that are not yet understood, or not good enough for a poet like
Statins, who certainly was 'no shabby poet', but possibly sometimes not
as accurate as one might wish.

12. At any rate, the apparatus criticus is reduced, predominantly, to a
list of septically clean conjectural alternatives to M. Some new passages,
which either mal,e little sense to C. or are deemed to be of inferior quality,
are suspected of corruption: their discussion displays incisive arguments,
usually focused on the internal logic of the context, but seldom confirmed
by a cogent palaeographical proof of the genesis of the 'corruption'.

13. In matters of punctuation and orthography, C. feels remarkably free
to emend the received text. Thus for the accusative plural of most I-stems
of the 3rd declension the -is ending is generally (and tacitly) 'restored': we
should like to know why the transmitted -es needs emendation in this case.
Similarly, C. seems to prefer the assimilated forms in words beginning with
acc-, all-, ass-, etc. to the dissimilated ones (adc-, adl-, ads-, etc.), even
'adcanto' (at 4.55) is spelt 'accanto', wrongly (with the TLL, Lewis-Short
and probably the scribe of M). The analogy with the old-Latin compound
'ac-centus', with preliterary vocalic weakening [a>e] cannot justify this
spelling in an evident learned neologism.

14. The Select Bibliography (p.ix-xiii) and the Index (p.241-244) are too
short (probably for economic reasons, but some haste is apparent as well):
the corresponding sections in van Dam's book are allotted 20 and 11 pages
respectively. The Select Bibliography is in fact a 'list ... of the core of works
cited so often as to merit an abbreviated reference in the text'. The 'Index'
contains a selection of the most relevant items (words; names of ancient
authors, persons, places; topics, etc.) discussed in the general introduction
or in the commentary. In both sections important items are missing: first
of all a bibliographical key to the bewildering number of earlier, recent, and
contemporary scholars cited in the apparatus as the authors of a conjecture
(the user of the present apparatus must consult previous editions); then,
all modern scholars involved in important discussions in the commentary.
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II. Further pomts ir detail

15. The translation is fairly literal, sometimes close to Mozley's (Loeb). It
is provided with the hope that it 'will elucidate both text and commentary'.
My impression is that, in spite of frequent free rendering of single words and
phrases, more often than not Co's translation is too literal and concise to be
plainly understood without being itself 'elucidated' by the original Latin
and the commentary. Statius' pointed and often cryptic-allusive style can
be rendered more adequately in a fairly free translation (which will often
be a concise paraphrase, as is the practice in the Penguin series) than in a
fairly literal one. One could, of course, combine both styles by adding in
brackets whatever is missing in the elliptic brevity of the original.

16. However, sometimes a literal translation is the only adequate render
ing of a peculiar stylistic point (which any other translation would obliter
ate). This is the case at 3.38-39, where Statius highlights the closing lines
of a section (a typical case of 'closural technique') by changing the syntac
tic mode and personally (and humorously) addressing 'wings of birds' and
Ikeels of ships': lnon tensae uolucrum per astra pennae I nec uelocius ibitis
carinae' (translated, too freely and less effectively, 'Ships will not go faster,
nor the outstretched wings of birds through the heavens').

17. In some cases C.'s translation is Dot entirely satisfactory or correct:

• 'jam' and lnunc' are generally rendered with 'now' (the two adverbs may
sometimes be synonyms - though my Italian background prevents me from
considering them as such): they should be differentiated with 'already' and
'now' respectively at least when they are in opposition to each other in the
original, so e.g. at 5.5-7 (iam ... iam) and 5.9 (nunc), or at 4.12-14 (iam
... iam) and 4.87 (nunc).

• Geographic (learned) epitheta are not always rendered literally, which
is understandable. But there are some odd inconsistencies, as at 3.118
('profert Chalcidicas Sybilla laurus': 'the Sybil bringing out the Chalcid
ian bay') and at 4.78 ('Chalcidicis ... Iitoribus': 'on the Cumaean shores').
ISidonius' (= 'Phoenician" in a general sense) is usually rendered ITyrian',
so at 4.88, 6.85 and elsewhere. The 'aitiologic' explanation, given on p.155
('Sidonios ... labores': 'the royal house of Thebes was founded by Cadmus
· .. king of Tyre') is historically true but disregards the poet's free imagi
nationj ITyrius', on the other hand, is paraphrased away with 'sumptuous'
a few lines before (4.74).

• Sometimes ethnic epitheta, charged with evocative force in their orig
inal setting, are flattened in modern equivalents: 'Seri' 'Chinese' (1.42),
'Sabaei' 'Arabs' (5.32), 'Tyrrhenas domos' 'the palaces of Tuscany' (4.24).
Similarly, the evocative patronymic Romuleus in 'Romuleis ... tectis' (6.79)
is paraphrased away with a prosaic 'Roman buildings'.
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• At 8.15 'strepit' is translated 'shakes'; 'tremit' (= 'shakes') is among the
variants in the apparatus.

• At 9.48f 'si ... inflatam tihi dixero salutem' is paraphrased with an
ambiguous 'if, somewhat flatulent, I have uttered my windy respects to
you... ', (which - horribile dictu - I first took in the obscene sense of the
sigual given by Barbariccia in the last line of Dante, Inf. XXI, obviously
against the meaning of the original and C.'s less indecent interpretation).

18. The apparatus is fairly accurate: the main problem with it is that
not only conjectures but also variants are largely collected from previous
editions, as the following cases seem to suggest:

• 4.73 'perstatque' Peyrared (p.26). 'Peyrared', here and on p.152 misspelt
for 'Peyrarede' (from Klotz' 'Peyraredus') is misprinted also by Traglia
(1978), as noted by van Dam (ANRW 2.32.5, p.2728);

• 8.26 'laetanda et' Saenger (p.44). The conjecture was first proposed by
Vollmer (1893, see Vollmer's edition, p.489); Saenger's paternity is found
in Marastoni's edition.

19. A few omissions and inaccuracies: a) in the apparatus criticus:

• 3.33 'tacentes' M: add 'latentes' (Lachmann) and 'tenentes' (Traglia
Arico);

• 7.35 loptimi' Hakanson, add: dubitans;

• 7.46 'tuleras' M: 'tuleris' Avantius, followed by C. and Vollmer. The
conjectural reading is not discussed in the commentary.

• 8.49 'Eumelis' uulg.: 'uulg.' is nowhere explained (and apparently used
only here);

• 9.37 'uiridantis' (in the text, without variants in the apparatus) is prob
ably not the authentic reading of M, as Klotz points out: 'utrum nitidantis
an viridantis M habeat, non facile contenderis; ilIud [= nitidantis!] verisim
ilius'. 'Nitidantis', printed by Marastoni and defended by Traglia-Arico, is
not mentioned by C., although it makes good sense and is undoubtedly the
lectio diflicilior.

20. b) in text and commentary:

• p.16, 3.70 'pantis Caesarei reclinus areu' (not 'recUnis');

• p.34, 6.28 'quid Polycleteis' (not 'quod');

• p.92, 'Luna': a reference to modern Lunigiana « old Italian 'Luni', d.
Dante, Inf. XX.47) would have been pertinent;

• p.105, ad 3.1 'duri silicis grauisque ferri': the sound symbolism of the
opening line (threefold sequence of stresses IS) matching the 'clanging of
the workmen's tools against the paving materials' has gone unnoticed;
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• p.1l8, ad 3.53 Ernout-Meillet on tofus as a Campanian word (because of
the intervocalic -f-, which is retained as in sulfur): the -f- in sulfur is not
intervocalic;

• p.119, ad 3.59: cliuiae, in the sense of tauspicia aduersa' is not very
far-fetched, cf. Ov. Her. 2.118 and ThLL 3.1356,6ff. (Paul. Fest. p.64);

• p.1l9, ad 3.62: a parallel for 'it ... fragor' at Silu. 1.1.64f.;

• p.120, ad 3.66: in 'Literna palus' the unusual form of the adjective (one
would expect 'Liternina') is not explained. A good parallel at Silu. 1.4.129
(Clitumna, with Vollmer's note); cf. also 4.17 'Aniena frigora';

• p.122, ad 3.71: 'talia ... redundat': the pregnant verb may be para
phrased with 'redundans loquitur';

• p.128, ad 3.100: imbri, lotiose in the context of a rainbow" is unnec
essarily emended to Iris. The rainbow is generally associated with train'
(pluuia, imber) in Latin as well as in the English etymology: cf. 'pluuius
arcus' (Hor. ars 18) and 'imbrifer arcus' (Theb. 9.405);

• p.150, ad 4.66 'tarde (M) is intolerable'. The adverb does make sense if
taken as a synonym for 'uix';

• p.150, ad 4.70 'uergor' intr. in the medial diathesis is attested as early as
Lucr. 2.212. Again, the emendation uergimus is not necessary, since both
diatheses are attested intransitively;

• p.l5!, ad 4.73 'auos' is not 'meaningless' if taken as nom. sg., -nos (and
not -uus) being the usual ending even in Augnstan literature; the mild
'archaism' would be exactly parallel to 'arbos' (for arbor) at 5.10;

• p.169, ad 5.46 (Italus) 'only native Italians were "Itali" , (not 'Italus');

• p.182, ad 6.27 'ebur Pisaeo pollice rasum' of the ivory statue of Zeus
at Olympia, 'smoothed by the artist's thumb': the commentary refers to
BE for the realia, but does not e:>:plain the meaning of the unusual ac
tion of 'smoothing'. The explanation is found in a parallel from the Ach.
1.332f: 'qualiter artifici uicturae pollice cerae / accipiunt formas ignemque
manumque sequuntur... '.

To conclude, this review has inevitably concentrated on negative points of
C.'s book, and taken for granted and bypassed many positive, important,
and stimulating points. C.'s co=entary on Siluae IV is an asset for
everybody involved in the study of Flavian times and poetry and a valuable
complement to van Dam's work on Siluae II.
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